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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to automatic anal-
ysis devices to analyze a biological sample such as blood
and urine.

Background Art

[0002] Clinical examination procedure for medical di-
agnosis includes a biochemical analysis and an immu-
nological analysis for protein, sugar, lipid, enzymes, hor-
mones, inorganic ions, disease markers in a biological
sample such as blood and urine. Such clinical examina-
tion requires processing of a plurality of items to be ex-
amined reliably and quickly, and so a large part of the
examination is executed by an automatic analysis device.
[0003] Reactions to be measured by an automatic
analysis device mainly include two types of reactions that
are color reactions between a substrate and an enzyme
and immune reactions between an antigen and an anti-
body. An analysis based on the former reaction is called
a biochemical analysis, and examines items such as
LDH, ALP and AST. The biochemical analysis is to an-
alyze, as an analysis target, a reaction liquid that is pre-
pared by mixing a desired reagent with a sample such
as serum, and to measure its absorbance. An analysis
based on the latter reaction is called an immunity analy-
sis, and examines items such as CRP, IgG and RF. Some
substances to be measured in the latter case have an
item to be examined, which requires quantification at a
low-concentration area of a low blood level, and such an
item is examined by a latex immunity analysis using, as
a sensitizer, latex particles having a surface sensitized
(bound) to an antibody.
[0004] Patent Literature 1 describes an automatic
analysis device to measure the turbidity or the like of a
liquid sample based on a change in diffused light, and
the automatic analysis device described includes a light-
shielding rotary cover with a dispensing hole so as to
cover a reaction-container holding disk. After dispensing
a reagent into a reaction container through the dispens-
ing hole at the light-shielding rotary cover, and then ro-
tating the light-shielding rotary cover until the dispensing
hole is rotated from the above a photometer to the op-
posite side, measurement is performed while keeping
the photometer in a dark-room state.
[0005] Further EP 2 317 304 discloses an automatic
analyzer disclosing the preamble of claim 1. JP 2004
101295 A discloses an automatic analysis device with a
measurement unit with a mutually opposed light source
and photoreceptor so as to conduct transmissive pho-
tometry. A light blocking cover is disclosed to cover the
measurement unit.

Patent Literature

[0006] Patent Literature 1: JP Patent Publication
(Kokai) No. S63-132169

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0007] In the latex immunity analysis, antibodies at the
surface of latex particles included in a reagent recognizes
antigens as a substance to be measured included in a
sample and binds to them, and as a result, the latex par-
ticles agglutinate via the antigens, thus forming an ag-
glutination of the latex particles. A conventional automat-
ic analysis device is configured to irradiate a reaction
liquid including this agglutination dispersed therein with
light, and to measure the amount of light passing through
the agglutination of the latex particles without being scat-
tered. Higher concentration of the antigens makes the
size of the agglutination larger after a certain period of
time, and so more light is scattered thereby, meaning
that the amount of light passing through decreases. Thus,
the concentration of the antigens can be quantified based
on the amount of light measured as reaction process da-
ta.
[0008] In recent years, the latex immunity analysis is
required to have higher sensitivity. For higher sensitivity
of the latex immunity analysis, a possible method con-
sidered is to measure a latex agglutination reaction with
scattered light instead of transmitted light. In the case of
measuring with scattered light, the strength of scattered
light scattered by the agglutination of latex particles is
very low, and it is susceptible to external light. Therefore,
there is a need to avoid light external to the automatic
analysis device from entering the light scattering pho-
tometer. There is another demand for an automatic anal-
ysis device, which is equipped with function units such
as a sample dispensing function and a reagent dispens-
ing function, to let an operator visually check whether the
function units correctly function or not during the opera-
tion.
[0009] The technique described in Patent Literature 1
requires an additional driving system to rotary-drive the
light-shielding rotary cover. The technique may lead to
the possibility of contamination of the equipment due to
dust or the like or of unexpected injury of the operator
when the operator carelessly touches the equipment be-
cause the top face of the equipment is kept open during
the analysis.
[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide
an automatic analysis device including a light scattering
photometer incorporated therein, the automatic analysis
device having improved analysis accuracy by reducing
the influences from external light and that can be used
safely with good operability.
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Solution to Problem

[0011] The above problems are solved by an automatic
analysis device as set forth in the appended claims.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0012] The present invention can provide an automatic
analysis device that enables a high-precision analysis by
reducing influences from external light, and that can be
used safely with good operability.
[0013] Problems, configurations, and effects other
than those explained above will be made apparent by
the following explanation of embodiments.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0014]

Fig. 1 schematically shows the layout of elements at
a top face of a main-body casing of an exemplary
automatic analysis device according to the present
invention.
Fig. 2 schematically shows an exemplary overall
configuration of an automatic analysis device.
Fig. 3 schematically shows the scattered light meas-
urement unit.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view schematically showing
one embodiment of the automatic analysis device
according to the present invention.
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing the overlapping state of protective covers.
Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing an exemplary lock mechanism.
Fig. 7 shows a state where the right-side protective
cover is open.
Fig. 8 shows a state where all of the protective covers
are open.
Fig. 9 shows the light-shielding range by a protective
cover.
Fig. 10 shows a relationship between a protective
cover and a light-shielding wall in details.
Fig. 11 explains a relationship between a light-shield-
ing wall and a dispensing mechanism.
Fig. 12 schematically shows another embodiment of
the automatic analysis device according to the
present invention.
Fig. 13 schematically shows still another embodi-
ment of the automatic analysis device according to
the present invention.

Description of Embodiments

[0015] The following describes embodiments of the
present invention, with reference to the drawings.
[0016] Fig. 1 schematically shows the layout of ele-
ments at a top face 410 of a main-body casing of an
exemplary automatic analysis device according to the

present invention. The automatic analysis device of the
present embodiment includes a sample disk 110, a rea-
gent disk 120, a reaction disk 150, a sample dispensing
mechanism 210, and a reagent dispensing mechanism
220 disposed at the top face of the main-body casing. In
the present embodiment, the reaction disk 150 is dis-
posed at a center in the horizontal direction of the drawing
at the top face 410 of the main-body casing, and the
reagent disk 120 and the reagent dispensing mechanism
220 are disposed on the right side of the reaction disk.
The sample disk 110 and the sample dispensing mech-
anism 210 are disposed on the left side of the reaction
disk 150. The reagent disk is equipped with a cooling
function to store reagents, and the upper part thereof is
covered with a reagent disk lid. Although one reagent
disk is provided in this example, a plurality of disks may
be, of course, disposed, and the reagent dispensing
mechanism can be increased in number depending on
the number or the layout of the reagent disks.
[0017] The automatic analysis device includes a stirrer
unit to stir a mixture liquid in a reaction cell, a reaction
cell washing unit to wash reaction cells, a nozzle washing
unit to wash a nozzle of a dispensing function and the
like. The main-body casing internally includes various
types of equipment to make up the analysis device, which
is not illustrated, as well as a power supply to drive such
equipment, a control mechanism, a constant tempera-
ture bath, a washing pump and the like. They are not
important for the elements of the present invention and
are provided in a conventional automatic analysis device
as well, and so their illustration and detailed descriptions
are omitted.
[0018] The automatic analysis device of the present
invention can execute scattered light measurement con-
currently with absorbance measurement. The main-body
casing internally includes a scattered light measurement
unit 310 to measure scattered light from a reaction liquid
at a designated area on the circumference of the reaction
disk 150. The scattered light measurement unit 310 of
the present embodiment is disposed on the left side of
the center of the reaction disk 150 in Fig. 1. The scattered
light measurement unit 310 is disposed at an area over-
lapping with a travelling path of the sample dispensing
mechanism 210.
[0019] Fig. 2 schematically shows an exemplary over-
all configuration of the automatic analysis device of Fig.
1 including a control system.
[0020] On the sample disk 110, a plurality of sample
cups 111 containing samples is disposed. On the reagent
disk 120, a plurality of reagent bottles 121 containing
reagents is disposed. On the circumference of the reac-
tion disk 150, a plurality of reaction cells 151 is disposed,
so as to allow a sample and a reagent to be mixed therein
to prepare a reaction liquid. The sample dispensing
mechanism 210 includes an arm that rotates around a
support column as an axis and a nozzle fixed to the arm,
and is to dispense a fixed amount of sample into a reac-
tion cell 151 from a sample cup 111. The reagent dis-
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pensing mechanism 220 includes an arm that rotates
around a support column as an axis and a nozzle fixed
to the arm, and is to dispense a fixed amount of reagent
into a reaction cell 151 from a reagent bottle 121. A stirrer
unit 155 is to stir a sample and a reagent in a reaction
cell 151 for mixture. A reaction cell washing unit 156 is
to let a reaction liquid out from the reaction cell 151 and
wash the reaction cell after the analysis of the reaction
liquid is finished. Then a next sample is dispensed again
to the washed reaction cell 151 from the sample dispens-
ing mechanism 210, and a new reagent is dispensed
from the reagent dispensing mechanism 220, and the
reaction cell is used for another reaction. The reaction
cells 151 are immersed in a constant-temperature fluid
157 in the constant temperature bath whose temperature
and flow rate are controlled, so as to move the reaction
cells 151 and the reaction liquid contained therein while
keeping the temperatures of them at a constant temper-
ature. Exemplary constant- temperature fluid 157 used
includes water, and the temperature of the constant- tem-
perature fluid is adjusted to be 3760.1°C by a control
unit. At a part of the circumference of the reaction disk
150, the scattered light measurement unit 310 is provid-
ed.
[0021] Fig. 3 schematically shows the scattered light
measurement unit. The scattered light measurement unit
is internally provided in the main-body casing, and in-
cludes a light source to apply light to a reaction cell, and
a photoreceptor to receive scattered light generated from
a reaction liquid irradiated with light in the reaction cell.
Exemplary light source 311 used includes a LED light
source, and irradiation light 312 from the light source 311
is applied to a moving reaction cell 151, and scattered
light 313 is received at a scattered light photoreceptor
314. The irradiation light from the light source 311 may
have a wavelength of 700 nm, for example. The scattered
light photoreceptor 314 measures scattered light 313 that
is scattered in the direction away from the optical axis by
angle θ. The angle θ may be θ=20°, for example. Data
on the amount of scattered light received by the scattered
light photoreceptor 314 is sent to a data storage unit in
a PC via a measurement unit.
[0022] The procedure to quantify the concentration of
a substance to be measured in a sample is as follows.
Firstly, a fixed amount of sample in a sample cup 111 is
dispensed into a reaction cell 151 by the sample dispens-
ing mechanism 210. Next, a fixed amount of reagent in
a reagent bottle 121 is dispensed into the reaction cell
151 by the reagent dispensing mechanism 220. For dis-
pensing of them, the sample disk 110, the reagent disk
120 and the reaction disk 150 are rotary driven by their
respective driving units under the control of the control
unit, and the sample cups 111, the reagent bottles 121
and the reaction cells 151 are moved in time with the
dispensing timing of the dispensing mechanisms 210,
220. Subsequently, the dispensed sample and reagent
in the reaction cell 151 are stirred by the stirrer unit 155
to be a reaction liquid. Scattered light from the reaction

liquid is measured during the rotation of the reaction disk
150 every time the scattered light passes through the
scattered light measurement unit 310, and the measure-
ments from the measurement unit are stored one by one
as reaction process data in a data storage unit. After
measurement for a certain period of time, e.g., for about
10 minutes, the inside of the reaction cell 151 is washed
by the reaction cell washing unit 156, and the procedure
goes to an analysis for a next examination item. In this
way, reaction process data of the reaction liquid at regular
time intervals is stored in the data storage unit. Based
on the stored reaction process data from the scattered
light measurement unit, an analysis unit finds a change
in light amount due to a reaction for the certain time pe-
riod, and calculates a quantification result based on cal-
ibration curve data held in the data storage unit before-
hand, which is displayed by an output unit. Data neces-
sary to control and analysis of the units is input from an
input unit to the data storage unit. Various types of data
and analysis results stored in the data storage unit as
well as an alarm are output from the output unit by dis-
playing, for example.
[0023] The automatic analysis device of the present
invention includes a scattered light measurement unit to
detect scattered light scattered from a reaction liquid for
improved analysis accuracy. Scattered light detected by
the scattered light measurement unit, however, is very
weak, and influences thereon from external light cannot
be ignored, and so there is a need to block light so as
not to let external light incident on the scattered light
measurement unit. Herein, external light mainly enters
the scattered light photoreceptor of the scattered light
measurement unit via an upper opening part of each re-
action cell. If external light enters a reaction cell from its
upper opening part that is open to enable dispensing of
a sample or a reagent, then a part of it is scattered by a
wall part of the reaction cell or a surrounding structure,
and is detected by the scattered light photoreceptor,
which causes noise. Since the reaction disk includes a
plurality of reaction cells disposed thereon at narrow in-
tervals in an adjacent manner, disturbance light may be
incident on the scattered light photoreceptor of the scat-
tered light measurement unit via a reaction cell adjacent
to the reaction cell performing scattered light measure-
ment. Therefore, in order to prevent external light from
entering the scattered light photoreceptor, it is effective
to block light over the possible wide range of the reaction
disk at least at an area overlapping with the area above
the scattered light measurement unit.
[0024] Meanwhile, the sample disk is frequently ac-
cessed to mount a set of new sample cups or to load a
sample cup containing a sample that has to be analyzed
by interruption. That is, an automatic analysis device has
to be configured to enable access to a sample disk while
keeping the light-shielding state of external light at the
scattered light measurement unit. An automatic analysis
device is preferably configured to enable visual checking
of the motion of a dispensing mechanism or the like dur-
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ing the operation.
[0025] The present invention meets such a request by
devising the structure of an openable/closable protective
cover that covers the upper part of the main-body casing
of the automatic analysis device. The protective cover
has a light-shielding part to block external light and a see-
through part to see the inside therethrough. The light-
shielding part is to cover at least an area of the reaction
disk corresponding to the area above the scattered light
measurement unit, thus reducing external light leaking
to the scattered light measurement unit, and thus remov-
ing influences from external light on the scattered light
measurement.
[0026] The openable/closable protective cover may
have a two-divided structure or a three-divided structure.
A two-divided structured protective cover includes a first
protective cover defining a light-shielding part and a sec-
ond protective cover including a see-through part. In this
case, the second protective cover is openable/closable
independently, and the first protective cover defining the
light-shielding part is configured to be openable after the
second protective cover is opened or to be not openable
unless it is opened concurrently with the second protec-
tive cover.
[0027] The three-divided structured protective cover
includes a first protective cover defining a light-shielding
part, a second protective cover and a third protective cov-
er that are located on either side of the first protective
cover, each including a see-through part. In this case,
the second protective cover and the third protective cover
are openable/closable independently, and the first pro-
tective cover defining the light-shielding part is configured
to be openable after the second protective cover and the
third protective cover are opened or to be not openable
unless it is opened concurrently with opening of the sec-
ond protective cover and the third protective cover.
[0028] The following describes a specific structure of
the automatic analysis device provided with an opena-
ble/closable protective cover.

[Embodiment 1]

[0029] Fig. 4 is a perspective view schematically show-
ing Embodiment 1 of the automatic analysis device ac-
cording to the present invention. The automatic analysis
device of the present embodiment includes an analysis
device main body 400 and a manipulation/control unit
500. The top face of the casing of the main body of the
analysis device of the present embodiment is covered
with three protective covers 610, 620, 630. A first protec-
tive cover 610 located at the center is a protective cover
to block light so as not to let external light in the scattered
light measurement unit provided inside of the casing of
the main body, and is made of an opaque material not
to transmit light. The second protective cover 620 dis-
posed on the left of the first protective cover 610 is a
protective cover to cover the sample disk 110, and in-
cludes a see-through part 621 that is made of a light-

transmissive material to enable observation of the inside.
The third protective cover 630 disposed on the right of
the first protective cover 610 is a cover to cover the rea-
gent disk 120, and includes a see-through part 631 that
is made of a light-transmissive material to enable obser-
vation of the inside. The see-through parts 621, 631 do
not have to be necessarily made of a high light-transmis-
sive material that is clear and colorless, and may be color-
ed as long as it enables seeing therethrough. The second
protective cover 620 and the third protective cover 630
as a whole may be made of a light-transmissive material.
Operators are allowed to visually check the states of var-
ious disks and the motion of dispensing mechanisms
through the see-through parts 621, 631 of the protective
covers while keeping the protective covers closed, thus
knowing the operation state of the device easily and so
they can continue the analysis with security.
[0030] The manipulation/control unit 500 includes a PC
510, an input unit including a keyboard 520 and a mouse
530, and an output unit including a display 540. The PC
510 has a memory to store software to implement the
functions of the measurement unit, the analysis unit, the
control unit and the data storage unit shown in Fig. 2.
[0031] Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view schematically
showing the overlapping state of the three protective cov-
ers. The first protective cover 610 covering the area
above the reaction disk and the scattered light measure-
ment unit is a light-shielding cover, and for higher-degree
of light-shielding, the first protective cover 610 at the cent-
er is located below the second protective cover 620 and
the third protective cover 630 on either side. In other
words, a part of the second protective cover 620 is over-
lapped on a part of the first protective cover 610 and a
part of the third protective cover 630 is overlapped on a
part of the first protective cover 610 when all of the covers
are closed. With this configuration, each of the second
protective cover 620 and the third protective cover 630
can be opened/closed alone freely. The first protective
cover 610 at the center is configured so as to be openable
after the protective covers on either side are opened or
not to be openable unless it is opened concurrently with
the protective covers on either side.
[0032] Among the reaction disk, the sample disk, and
the reagent disk, the sample disk and the reagent disk
have to be accessed by an operator during the operation
of the automatic analysis device. If the first protective
cover 610 at the center is opened during the operation,
external light enters the scattered light photoreceptor of
the scattered light measurement unit, and so measure-
ment data that is measured on a time-series basis be-
comes useless. Therefore, the operator has to minimize
the opening of the first protective cover 610 at the center
during the operation of the automatic analysis device.
Actually the first protective cover 610 at the center has
to be opened only at the maintenance of the device. In
this way, the sample disk and the reagent disk have to
be accessed during the operation of the device, and a
light-shielding state of the scattered light measurement
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unit from external light has to be kept, and so the config-
uration is significant, which allows the first protective cov-
er 610 at the center, which is less frequently opened, to
be opened after the protective covers 620, 630 on either
side are opened, or allows it not to be opened unless it
is opened concurrently with the opening of the protective
covers 620, 630 on either side.
[0033] The first protective cover 610 at the center hav-
ing a function to block light may be equipped with a lock
mechanism so as to prevent the operator from opening
the cover carelessly during the operation of the automatic
analysis device. Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view sche-
matically showing an exemplary lock mechanism. The
lock mechanism of the present embodiment includes a
tongue part 611 extending downward at a part of the first
protective cover 610 facing a face of the main-body cas-
ing, and the tongue part 611 has a hole bored therein,
into which a pin 612 fixed to the main-body casing is
inserted, so as to fix the first protective cover 610 to the
main-body casing. The pin 612 may be configured to be
automatically inserted into the hole of the tongue part
611 when the first protective cover is closed to push the
tongue part 611 downward. Alternatively, upon receiving
an instruction for locking of the first protective cover 610
from the manipulation/control unit 500, the pin 612 may
be driven in the protruding direction. To unlock for main-
tenance of the device, for example, an instruction for un-
locking may be issued from the manipulation/control unit
500. Then, the pin 612 moves backward and is detached
from the tongue part 611, thus making the first protective
cover 610 openable.
[0034] A sensor may be provided to detect the open-
ing/closing state of the first protective cover 610, and if
the first protective cover 610 is not closed, an alarm may
be displayed on a display part 540 or the starting of the
operation of the automatic analysis device may be disa-
bled. Exemplary sensors to detect the opening/closing
state of the first protective cover 610 include any sensor
such as existing proximity sensor or contact sensor. Al-
ternatively, the locking state of the first protective cover
by the aforementioned lock mechanism is considered as
closing of the protective cover and the unlocking state is
considered as opening of the protective cover, so that
such a lock mechanism can be used instead of the sensor
to detect the opening/closing state of the first protective
cover.
[0035] Fig. 7 shows a state where the third protective
cover 630 to cover the reagent disk 120 is opened. In
this state, the reagent disk lid covering the area above
the reagent disk 120 is removed, and so a reagent can
be added or refilled. Such a second protective cover 620
or third protective cover 630 that are opened/closed fre-
quently can be opened while closing the first protective
cover 610 at the center, and so the light-shielding state
of the scattered light measurement unit from external light
can be kept. As a result, interruption of a sample or ad-
dition or refilling of a reagent can be performed anytime
without stopping measurement during the operation of

the automatic analysis device.
[0036] Fig. 8 shows a state where the first, the second
and the third protective covers 610, 620, 630 are all open.
The first, the second and the third protective covers have
rotary axes at their rear end parts, which are configured
coaxially as shown with a dot-and-dash line in the draw-
ing. Therefore, the three protective covers can be
opened/closed concurrently and smoothly. In this way,
when the three protective covers are all open, fully-ac-
cess is enabled to the top face 410 of the main-body
casing, whereby an operator can freely perform the main-
tenance operations such as cleaning of the top face 410
of the main-body casing, checking the states of the sam-
ple dispensing mechanism 210 and the reagent dispens-
ing mechanism 220 and cleaning of them, washing and
replacing of reaction containers without constraints. As
shown in the drawing, the top face 410 of the main-body
casing is provided with a light-shielding wall 613 near the
reaction disk 150, the light-shielding wall 613 partially
playing a role of the light-shielding function in corporation
with the first protective cover 610. Details of this light-
shielding wall 613 are described later. The first protective
cover 610 in corporation with the light-shielding wall 613
defines, at an area above the scattered light measure-
ment unit, a quasi-closed space to minimize entering of
external light therein from the above or the side, thus
preventing external light from being incident on the scat-
tered light photoreceptor of the scattered light measure-
ment unit through reaction cells disposed on the reaction
disk 150 or the like.
[0037] Fig. 9 shows the light-shielding range by the
first protective cover 610. The scattered light measure-
ment unit 310 of the present embodiment is disposed at
the illustrated area inside of the main-body casing. Es-
pecially the scattered light measurement unit 310 has to
be shielded from external light because scattered light
generated from a reaction liquid is weak, and so if exter-
nal light leaks into the scattered light photoreceptor, the
measurement accuracy deteriorates. External light main-
ly enters the inside of the casing through upper opening
parts of reaction cells disposed on the reaction disk 150,
and leaks into the scattered light photoreceptor 314 of
the scattered light measurement unit 310 disposed inside
of the casing. External light leaking into through a reaction
cell performing scattered light measurement influences
the most on the scattered light measurement, and then
external light entering through a neighboring reaction cell
influences the second most, and it can be considered
that external light passing through a reaction cell dis-
posed away from the scattered light photoreceptor influ-
ences less.
[0038] Although it is perfect that light-shielding can
cover the area above the reaction disk 150 as a whole,
interference with mechanical systems such as the rea-
gent dispensing mechanism 220 and the sample dis-
pensing mechanism 210 and accessibility to the sample
disk 110 and the reagent disk 120 also has to be consid-
ered. It is further requested to enable visual checking of
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the motion of the mechanical systems. To this end, the
light-shielding range has to be a possible wide range ca-
pable of covering the area of the reaction disk 150 cor-
responding to at least the area above the scattered light
measurement unit 310, and the present embodiment sets
this range as that shown with hatching in the drawing.
That is, the limit of the light-shielding range is set as fol-
lows. The light-shielding range is set on the right side of
the reaction disk 150 where the reagent disk 120 is dis-
posed, i.e., at the upper part of the casing on the opposite
side of the scattered light measurement unit 310 provided
with reference to the center of the reaction disk 150 so
that the limit of the light shielding range does not overlap
with the movable range of the reagent dispensing mech-
anism 220. Then, the light-shielding range is set on the
left side of the reaction disk 150 where the sample disk
110 is disposed, i.e., at the upper part of the casing on
the side of the scattered light measurement unit 310 pro-
vided with reference to the center of the reaction disk 150
so that a part above the sample disk 110 is opened so
as not to interfere with an access to the sample disk 110.
[0039] Fig. 10 shows a relationship between the first
protective cover 610 and the light-shielding wall 613 in
details. In Fig. 10(a), the sample dispensing mechanism
210 includes a support column 211 that is movable ver-
tically, an arm 212 fixed to an upper part of the support
column, and a nozzle 213 fixed to the forwarding end of
the arm and extending downward. In this way, the nozzle
213 to suck or discharge a sample or a reagent has a tip
end that rotates around the support column 211 as an
axis and can move vertically. When a sample is dis-
pensed to a reaction cell, the sample dispensing mech-
anism 210 rotary-moves around the support column 211
as an axis, and moves the tip end of the nozzle 213 be-
tween above the sample disk 110 and above the reaction
disk 150. Alternatively as shown in Fig. 10(b), a reagent
holding area 140 may be provided separately for a reac-
tion cell to hold a reagent, and when the reagent is dis-
pensed from this area 140, the sample dispensing mech-
anism 210 may rotary-move around the support column
211 as an axis, and moves the tip end of the nozzle 213
between above the reagent holding area 140 and above
the reaction disk 150.
[0040] The first protective cover 610 includes a main-
body part 615, and a protruding part 616 extending down-
ward below the second protective cover 620 from the
main-body part 615. The main-body part 615 has a con-
stant width, and has a surface that is curved in the shape
substantially same as that of the second protective cover
620 and the third protective cover 630 on either side, so
that when the three protective covers are closed, one
continuous curved surface is defined as shown in Fig. 4.
The present embodiment illustrates curved protective
covers, and they may have a structure whose shape
changes in a step-wise manner or may have a linear
shape.
[0041] The protruding part 616 includes a roof part 617
and a side wall 618, and the side wall 618 is provided

with an opening 619. The roof part 617 of the protruding
part 616 overhangs so as to cover an area above a part
of the nozzle travelling path of the sample dispensing
mechanism 210, thus shielding light entering the top face
410 of the main-body casing from the above so as not to
enter the internal space defined by the first protective
cover 610.
[0042] The arm 212 and the nozzle 213 of the sample
dispensing mechanism 210 move between the sample
disk 110 and the reaction disk 150 or in the example of
Fig. 10(b), move between the reagent holding area 140
and the reaction disk 150. Then, the first protective cover
610 has the opening 619 at the side wall 618 at an area
intersecting the nozzle travelling path of the sample dis-
pensing mechanism 210 so as not to interfere with such
a motion, and so light-shielding is not sufficient in this
case. Then, the present embodiment provides the light-
shielding wall 613 at a position slightly closer to the sup-
port column 211 from the arc-shaped nozzle travelling
path of the sample dispensing mechanism 210, the light-
shielding wall 613 having a shape not to interfere with
the moving of the arm 212 and the nozzle 213 and being
curved like an arc along the nozzle travelling path. This
light-shielding wall 613 can cover the most part of the
opening 619 provided at the side wall 618 of the protrud-
ing part 616, and so prevents external light from entering
above the reaction disk 150 from the side below the roof
part 617 of the first protective cover 610, thus enhancing
the light-shielding performance. The light-shielding wall
613 is fixed to the top face 410 of the main-body casing.
The opening 619 provided at the side wall 618 of the first
protective cover 610 facing the sample dispensing mech-
anism 210 and the light-shielding wall 613 define a slit-
like gap having a size allowing free motions of the arm
212 and the nozzle 213 of the sample dispensing mech-
anism 210. With this configuration, a demand for de-
crease in external light that leaks into the scattered light
measurement unit 310 located below the reaction disk
150 can be met while enabling an access of the nozzle
213 of the sample dispensing mechanism 210 to above
the reaction disk 150.
[0043] That is an example provided with the light-
shielding wall 613 having a shape not to interfere with
the moving of the arm 212 and the nozzle 213 and being
curved like an arc along the nozzle travelling path at a
position slightly closer to the support column 211 from
the arc-shaped nozzle travelling path of the sample dis-
pensing mechanism 210, and the light-shielding wall is
not necessarily curved as long as it has a shape not to
interfere with the moving of the nozzle. The above de-
scribes the arc-like travelling path of the nozzle 213,
which is not a limiting example.
[0044] Fig. 11 explains a relationship between the light-
shielding wall 613 and the sample dispensing mecha-
nism 210. The light-shielding wall 613 has, at its upper
part, a cutout 614 at a position corresponding to the arm
position when the nozzle 213 is positioned at a reaction
cell of the reaction disk.
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[0045] Fig. 11(a) shows a state where the nozzle 213
of the sample dispensing mechanism 210 is located
above the sample disk to suck a sample. In order to suck
a sample in a sample cup held at the sample disk se-
curely, the arm 212 is moved down so as to insert the
nozzle 213 to a bottom part of the sample cup for suction.
Fig. 11(b) shows a state where a sample sucked is dis-
charged to a reaction cell held at the reaction disk. The
arm 212 is rotated until the tip end of the nozzle is located
above the reaction cell held at the reaction disk. At this
time, the arm 212 of the sample dispensing mechanism
is located above the cutout 614 provided at the light-
shielding wall 613. At this position, the arm 212 and the
nozzle of the sample dispensing mechanism are moved
down. The cutout 614 of the light-shielding wall 613 is
designed so as not to interfere with the moving-down of
the arm 212 at this position by a predetermined amount.
In this way, the sample dispensing mechanism 210 in-
serts the tip end of the nozzle into the reaction cell se-
curely to let the sucked sample discharged into the re-
action cell.
[0046] The arm 212 of the sample dispensing mecha-
nism 210 passes through a gap in the horizontal direction
defined between the opening 619 provided at the side
wall 618 of the first protective cover 610 and an upper
end part of the light-shielding wall 613, and the nozzle
213 passes through a gap in the vertical direction defined
by the opening 619 provided at the side wall 618 and a
side end part of the light-shielding wall 613, and so the
motion of the sample dispensing mechanism 210 is not
interfered. The slit-like gap defined by the opening 619
provided at the side wall of the first protective cover 610
and the light-shielding wall 613 is a narrow gap just letting
the arm 212 and the nozzle 213 of the sample dispensing
mechanism 210 pass therethrough. In this way, external
light entering onto the reaction disk 150 from the side
face of the first protective cover 610 on the side of the
sample disk 110 can be minimized.

[Embodiment 2]

[0047] Fig. 12 schematically shows Embodiment 2 of
the automatic analysis device according to the present
invention. Embodiment 2 is different from Embodiment
1 only in the protective cover that is provided at the area
above the main-body casing of the automatic analysis
device, and other configuration is the same as that of
Embodiment 1.
[0048] Embodiment 1 includes the three-divided struc-
tured protective cover that is made up of the first protec-
tive cover at a center part and having a light-shielding
function, and the second and the third protective covers
provided on either side. The present embodiment in-
cludes a two-divided structured protective cover includ-
ing left and right two protective covers. A first protective
cover 710 disposed on the right side of the present em-
bodiment corresponds to the integration of the first pro-
tective cover 610 and the third protective cover 630 de-

scribed in Embodiment 1, and has a function to shield a
scattered light measurement unit from external light. The
second protective cover 720 placed on the left side of
the present embodiment has a substantially same struc-
ture as that of the second protective cover 620 in Em-
bodiment 1.
[0049] When the first protective cover 710 and the sec-
ond protective cover 720 are closed, a side end part of
the second protective cover 720 is overlapped on a side
end part of the first protective cover 710. This means that
the second protective cover 720 can be opened/closed
independently from the first protective cover 710. Mean-
while, the first protective cover 710 can be opened after
the second protective cover is opened or cannot be
opened unless it is opened concurrently with the second
protective cover.
[0050] Therefore, when there is a need to access a
sample disk during the operation of the automatic anal-
ysis device, an operator is allowed to open the second
protective cover 720 on the left side and freely access
the sample disk. At this time, since the first protective
cover 710 on the right side is closed, the light-shielding
state of a scattered light measurement unit from external
light can be maintained, and so scattered light measure-
ment is not influenced. The left and right protective covers
710, 720 are provided with see-through parts 711, 721,
respectively. This allows an operator to visually check
the states of various disks and the motion of dispensing
mechanisms through the see-through parts of the pro-
tective covers while keeping the protective covers closed,
thus knowing the operation state of the device easily and
so they can continue the analysis with security. The see-
through parts 711, 721 do not have to be necessarily
made of a high light-transmissive material that is clear
and colorless, and may be colored as long as it enables
seeing therethrough. The second protective cover 720
on the left side as a whole may be made of a light-trans-
missive material.
[0051] During the operation of the automatic analysis
device, the sample disk has to be often accessed to, after
finishing an analysis of a sample, replace the sample with
a new sample or to dispose a sample whose analysis
result has to be known quickly by interrupting the analysis
of another sample that is already set at the sample disk,
for example. On the other hand, once a reagent disk is
filled with a reagent before starting of the operation of
the automatic analysis device, there is no need to add
and refill a reagent frequently. Therefore in the case of
usage where it is known that the number of samples to
be analyzed is a certain number or less and that there is
no need to refill a reagent during the operation time in a
day, the operability of the automatic analysis device will
not deteriorate even with the present embodiment having
a two-divided structured protective cover. The present
embodiment also can prevent external light from leaking
into the scattered light measurement unit, and so enables
high-precision scattered light measurement.
[0052] The left and right protective covers 710, 720
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have rotary axes at their rear end parts, which are con-
figured coaxially. Therefore, the two protective covers
710, 720 can be opened/closed concurrently and
smoothly. In this way, when the two protective covers are
open at the same time, fully-access is enabled to the top
face 410 of the main-body casing, whereby an operator
can freely perform the maintenance operations such as
cleaning of the top face of the main-body casing, cleaning
of the nozzles of the sample dispensing mechanism and
the reagent dispensing mechanism, washing and replac-
ing of reaction containers without constraints.
[0053] Similarly to Embodiment 1, the protective cover
710 on the right side of the present embodiment also may
be equipped with a lock mechanism so as to prevent the
operator from opening the protective cover 710 on the
right side carelessly during the operation, the cover hav-
ing an external-light shielding function for the scattered
light measurement unit. A sensor may be provided to
detect an opening/closing state of the protective cover
710 on the right side having an external-light shielding
function, and if the protective cover on the right side is
not closed, an alarm may be displayed at the manipula-
tion/control unit, or the operation of the device may be
disabled.

[Embodiment 3]

[0054] Fig. 13 schematically shows Embodiment 3 of
the automatic analysis device according to the present
invention. Embodiment 3 is different from Embodiment
1 and Embodiment 2 only in the protective cover that is
provided at an area above the main-body casing of the
automatic analysis device, and other configuration is the
same as that of Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 2.
[0055] The protective cover of the present embodiment
includes one protective cover 810 that basically corre-
sponds to the integration of the two-divided type left and
right protective covers described in Embodiment 2. Here-
in, although the left-side cover of Embodiment 2 is a
transparent cover, the protective cover of the present em-
bodiment has a part corresponding to it that is made of
an opaque member having a light-shielding property, and
instead, includes a small opening/closing door 820 made
of a transparent material, which functions as a see-
through part as well, at an area corresponding to the area
above the sample disk 110. Since the roof part 617 of
the protruding part 616 that comes with the center first
protective cover 610 of Embodiment 1 and is covered
with the second protective cover 620 can be eliminated
because it is substituted with the protective cover 810 of
the present embodiment. However, it is better to provide
the side wall 618 of the protruding part 616 and the light-
shielding wall 613 described in Fig. 10 for improved light-
shielding performance. According to the present embod-
iment, since the opaque part having light-shielding prop-
erty of the protective cover 810 covers the area above
the sample dispensing mechanism, external light enter-
ing the scattered light measurement unit can be made

less, which contributes to improve the measurement ac-
curacy.
[0056] Since the protective cover 810 of the present
embodiment has the small transparent opening/closing
door 820 for accessing to the sample disk 110, if there
arises a need to access the sample disk 110 during the
operation of the automatic analysis device, the operator
is allowed to open the opening/closing door 820 and ac-
cess the sample disk 110 freely without influencing on
the measurement. The operator is also allowed to check
the progress of the analysis of a sample mounted on the
sample disk through the transparent opening/closing
door 820 while keeping the protective cover 810 and the
opening/closing door 820 closed. Then, a see-through
part 830 is provided at a position above the reagent disk
and the reagent dispensing mechanism. This allows an
operator to visually check the states of the reagent disk
and the motion of the reagent dispensing mechanism
through the see-through part 830 while keeping the pro-
tective cover 810 closed, thus knowing the operation
state of the device easily and so they can continue the
analysis with security. The transparent opening/closing
door 820 and the see-through part 830 do not have to be
necessarily made of a high light-transmissive material
that is clear and colorless, and may be colored as long
as it enables seeing therethrough.
[0057] When the protective cover 810 is open, fully-
access is enabled to the top face 410 of the main-body
casing, whereby an operator can freely perform the main-
tenance operations such as cleaning of the top face of
the main-body casing, cleaning of the nozzles of the sam-
ple dispensing mechanism and the reagent dispensing
mechanism, washing and replacing of reaction contain-
ers.
[0058] The protective cover 810 of the present embod-
iment also may be equipped with a lock mechanism as
described in Embodiment 1 so as to prevent the operator
from opening the cover carelessly during operation, the
protective cover 810 having an external-light shielding
function for the scattered light measurement unit. A sen-
sor may be provided to detect an opening/closing state
of the protective cover 810 having an external-light
shielding function, and if the protective cover 810 is not
closed, an alarm may be displayed at the manipula-
tion/control unit, or the operation of the device may be
disabled.
[0059] The present invention is not limited to the
above-described embodiments, and may include various
modification examples. For instance, the entire detailed
configuration of the embodiments described above for
explanatory convenience is not always necessary for the
present invention. A part of one embodiment may be re-
placed with the configuration of another embodiment, or
the configuration of one embodiment may be added to
the configuration of another embodiment. The configu-
ration of each embodiment may additionally include an-
other configuration, or a part of the configuration may be
deleted or replaced.
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Reference Signs List

[0060]

110 sample disk
111 sample cup
120 reagent disk
121 reagent bottle
150 reaction disk
151 reaction cell
155 stirrer unit
156 washing unit
157 constant- temperature fluid
210 sample dispensing mechanism
211 support column
212 arm
213 nozzle
220 reagent dispensing mechanism
310 scattered light measurement unit
311 light source
313 scattered light
314 scattered light photoreceptor
400 analysis device main body
410 casing top face
500 manipulation/control unit
510 PC
610 first protective cover
611 tongue part
612 pin
613 light-shielding wall
614 cutout
615 main-body part
616 protruding part
617 roof part
618 side wall
619 opening
620 second protective cover
621 see-through part
630 third protective cover
631 see-through part
710 first protective cover
711 see-through part
720 second protective cover
721 see-through part
810 protective cover
820 transparent opening/closing door
830 see-through part

Claims

1. An automatic analysis device, comprising:

a sample disk (110), a reagent disk (120), a re-
action disk (150) and a plurality of dispensing
mechanisms (210, 220) that are disposed on a
top face of a main-body casing (400, 615), the
sample disk holding a plurality of samples, the

reagent disk holding a plurality of types of rea-
gent, the reaction disk holding a plurality of re-
action cells (151), the plurality of dispensing
mechanisms each including an arm (212) that
rotates and a nozzle (213) fixed to the arm and
dispensing the samples and the reagent to the
reaction cells held at the reaction disk, and
a measurement unit (310) disposed inside the
main-body casing, and including a light source
(311) that applies light to the reaction cells and
a photoreceptor (314) that receives light;
characterised in that
the measurement unit is a scattered light meas-
urement unit (310) wherein the photoreceptor
(314) is arranged to receive scattered light gen-
erated from a reaction liquid in the reaction cells
irradiated with the light; and the automatic anal-
ysis device further comprises:

a protective cover (610, 620, 630; 710, 720;
810, 820, 830) that is disposed to cover the
top face of the main-body casing, and in-
cludes a first protective cover (610; 710;
810) which defines a light-shielding part
(617, 618) to block external light and cov-
ering at least an area of the reaction disk
(150) corresponding to an area above the
scattered light measurement unit, a second
protective cover (620; 720; 820) to cover
the sample disk (110), and a third protective
cover (630; 710, 711; 830) to cover the re-
agent disk (120), the second and third pro-
tective covers each including a see-through
part (621, 631; 711, 721; 820, 830) enabling
seeing therethrough to the inside, wherein
the first to third protective covers (610, 620,
630; 710, 720; 810, 820, 830) are openable,
and the first protective cover is configured
not to be openable unless it is opened con-
currently with or after the second and third
protective covers.

2. The automatic analysis device according to claim 1,
wherein the protective cover includes an open-
ing/closing door (820) of transparent material func-
tioning as the see-through part.

3. The automatic analysis device according to claim 1,
wherein
the second protective cover (620; 720; 820) can be
opened/closed independently, and the first protec-
tive cover (610; 710; 810) is allowed to open after
the second protective cover is opened.

4. The automatic analysis device according to claim 3,
wherein when the first protective cover (610; 710;
810) and the second protective cover (620; 720; 820)
are closed, a part of the second protective cover
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overlaps on a part of the first protective cover.

5. The automatic analysis device according to claim 3,
wherein when the first protective cover (610; 710;
810) is opened, the second protective cover (620;
720; 820) also is accordingly opened.

6. The automatic analysis device according to claim 1,
wherein
the second protective cover (620) and the third pro-
tective cover (630) are located on either side of the
first protective cover, each being provided with the
see-through part, and
the second protective cover and the third protective
cover can be opened/closed independently.

7. The automatic analysis device according to claim 6,
wherein
when the first protective cover (610) and the second
protective cover (620) are closed, a part of the sec-
ond protective cover overlaps on a part of the first
protective cover, and
when the first protective cover (610) and the third
protective cover (630) are closed, a part of the third
protective cover overlaps on a part of the first pro-
tective cover.

8. The automatic analysis device according to claim 6,
wherein the first protective cover (610) is allowed to
open after the second protective cover (620) and the
third protective cover (630) are opened.

9. The automatic analysis device according to claim 6,
wherein when the first protective cover (610) is
opened, the second protective cover (620) and the
third protective cover (630) also are accordingly
opened.

10. The automatic analysis device according to claim 1,
wherein the light-shielding part (617, 618) has a
shape that does not interfere with motion of the dis-
pensing mechanisms.

11. The automatic analysis device according to claim
10, further comprising a light-shielding wall (613)
along a travelling path of a nozzle of the dispensing
mechanism, the wall being disposed on the top face
of the main-body casing.

12. The automatic analysis device according to claim 1,
further comprising a detection unit that detects that
the light-shielding part is opened.

13. The automatic analysis device according to claim 1,
further comprising a lock mechanism (611, 612) that
locks the light-shielding part so as not to be open.

Patentansprüche

1. Automatische Analysevorrichtung, umfassend:

eine Probenscheibe (110), eine Reagenzschei-
be (120), eine Reaktionsscheibe (150) und meh-
rere Abgabemechanismen (210, 220), die auf
einer oberen Fläche eines Hauptkörpergehäu-
ses (400, 615) angeordnet sind, wobei die Pro-
benscheibe mehrere Proben hält, die Reagenz-
scheibe mehrere Typen von Reagenzien hält,
die Reaktionsscheibe mehrere Reaktionszellen
(151) hält, die mehreren Abgabemechanismen
jeweils einen Arm (212), der rotiert, und eine am
Arm fixierte Düse (213) enthalten und die Pro-
ben und das Reagenz an die an der Reaktions-
scheibe gehaltenen Reaktionszellen abgeben,
und
eine Messeinheit (310), die innerhalb des
Hauptkörpergehäuses angeordnet ist und eine
Lichtquelle (311), die Licht auf die Reaktionszel-
len anwendet, und einen Fotorezeptor (314), der
Licht empfängt, enthält;
gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass
die Messeinheit eine Streulicht-Messeinheit
(310) ist, wobei der Fotorezeptor (314) dazu ein-
gerichtet ist, Streulicht zu empfangen, das aus
einer mit dem Licht bestrahlten Reaktionsflüs-
sigkeit in den Reaktionszellen heraus erzeugt
worden ist; und die automatische Analysevor-
richtung ferner umfasst:

eine Schutzabdeckung (610, 620, 630; 710,
720; 810, 820, 830), die dazu angeordnet
ist, die obere Fläche des Hauptkörperge-
häuses zu abzudecken, und die eine erste
Schutzabdeckung (610; 710; 810), die ein
Lichtabschirmteil (617, 618) zum Abblo-
cken von äußerem Licht definiert und zu-
mindest einen Bereich der Reaktionsschei-
be (150), der einen Bereich oberhalb der
Streulicht-Messeinheit entspricht, abdeckt,
eine zweite Schutzabdeckung (620; 720;
820) zum Abdecken der Probenscheibe
(110) und eine dritte Schutzabdeckung
(630; 710, 711; 830) zum Abdecken der Re-
agenzscheibe (120) enthält, wobei die zwei-
te und die dritte Schutzabdeckung jeweils
ein Durchsichtteil (621, 631; 711, 721; 820,
830) enthalten, dass das Hindurchsehen
ins Innere ermöglicht, wobei
die ersten bis dritten Schutzabdeckungen
(610, 620, 630; 710, 720; 810, 820, 830)
geöffnet werden können und die erste
Schutzabdeckung dazu eingerichtet ist,
nicht geöffnet werden zu können, es sei
denn, sie wird gleichzeitig mit oder nach der
zweiten und der dritten Schutzabdeckung
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geöffnet.

2. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Schutzabdeckung eine Öff-
nungs-/Schließtür (820) aus transparentem Materi-
al, das als das Durchsichtteil dient, enthält.

3. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei
die zweite Schutzabdeckung (620; 720; 820) unab-
hängig geöffnet/geschlossen werden kann und die
erste Schutzabdeckung (610; 710; 810) geöffnet
werden kann, nach dem die zweite Schutzabde-
ckung geöffnet worden ist.

4. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 3,
wobei, wenn die erste Schutzabdeckung (610; 710;
810) und die zweite Schutzabdeckung (620; 720;
820) geschlossen sind, ein Teil der zweiten Schutz-
abdeckung einen Teil der ersten Schutzabdeckung
überlappt.

5. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 3,
wobei, wenn die erste Schutzabdeckung (610; 710;
810) geöffnet wird, die zweite Schutzabdeckung
(620; 720; 820) mit geöffnet wird.

6. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei
die zweite Schutzabdeckung (620) und die dritte
Schutzabdeckung (630) jeweils auf einer Seite der
ersten Schutzabdeckung angeordnet sind, wobei sie
jeweils mit dem Durchsichtteil versehen sind, und
die zweite Schutzabdeckung und die dritte Schutz-
abdeckung unabhängig geöffnet/geschlossen wer-
den können.

7. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 6,
wobei
wenn die erste Schutzabdeckung (610) und die zwei-
te Schutzabdeckung (620) geschlossen sind, ein
Teil der zweiten Schutzabdeckung einen Teil der
ersten Schutzabdeckung überlappt und
wenn die erste Schutzabdeckung (610) und die dritte
Schutzabdeckung (630) geschlossen sind, ein Teil
der dritten Schutzabdeckung einen Teil der ersten
Schutzabdeckung überlappt.

8. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 6,
wobei die erste Schutzabdeckung (610) geöffnet
werden kann, nach dem die zweite Schutzabde-
ckung (620) und die dritte Schutzabdeckung (630)
geöffnet worden sind.

9. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 6,
wobei, wenn die erste Schutzabdeckung (610) ge-
öffnet wird, die zweite Schutzabdeckung (620) und
die dritte Schutzabdeckung (630) mit geöffnet wer-

den.

10. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Lichtabschirmteil (617, 618) eine Form
aufweist, die nicht die Bewegung der Abgabemecha-
nismen stört.

11. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch
10, ferner umfassend eine Lichtabschirmwand (613)
entlang eines Bewegungspfads einer Düse des Ab-
gabemechanismus, wobei die Wand auf der oberen
Fläche des Hauptkörpergehäuses angeordnet ist.

12. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
ferner umfassend eine Detektionseinheit, die detek-
tiert, dass das Lichtabschirmteil geöffnet ist.

13. Automatische Analysevorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
ferner umfassend einen Verriegelungsmechanis-
mus (611, 612), der das Lichtabschirmteil so verrie-
gelt, dass es nicht offen sein kann.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’analyse automatique, comprenant :

un disque (110) pour échantillons, un disque
(120) pour réactifs, un disque (150) de réaction
et une pluralité de mécanismes (210, 220) de
distribution qui sont disposés sur une face su-
périeure d’un carter (400, 615) de corps princi-
pal, le disque pour échantillons contenant une
pluralité d’échantillons, le disque pour réactifs
contenant une pluralité de types de réactif, le
disque de réaction contenant une pluralité de
cellules (151) de réaction, la pluralité de méca-
nismes de distribution incluant chacun un bras
(212) qui tourne et une buse (213) fixée au bras
et distribuant les échantillons et le réactif dans
les cellules de réaction contenues au niveau du
disque de réaction, et
une unité (310) de mesure disposée à l’intérieur
du carter de corps principal, et incluant une sour-
ce (311) de lumière qui applique une lumière
aux cellules de réaction et un photorécepteur
(314) qui reçoit une lumière ;
caractérisé en ce que
l’unité de mesure est une unité (310) de mesure
de lumière diffusée dans laquelle le photorécep-
teur (314) est agencé pour recevoir une lumière
diffusée générée depuis un liquide de réaction
dans les cellules de réaction irradiées avec la
lumière ; et le dispositif d’analyse automatique
comprend en outre :

un capot (610, 620, 630; 710, 720; 810, 820,
830) de protection qui est disposé pour re-
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couvrir la face supérieure du carter de corps
principal, et inclut un premier capot (610;
710; 810) de protection qui définit une partie
(617, 618) de protection contre la lumière
pour bloquer une lumière externe et recou-
vrant au moins une zone du disque (150)
de réaction correspondant à une zone au-
dessus de l’unité de mesure de lumière dif-
fusée, un deuxième capot (620 ; 720 ; 820)
de protection pour recouvrir le disque (110)
pour échantillons, et un troisième capot
(630 ; 710, 711 ; 830) de protection pour re-
couvrir le disque (120) pour réactifs, les
deuxième et troisième capots de protection
incluant chacun une partie transparente
(621, 631 ; 711, 721 ; 820, 830) permettant
de voir à travers celle-ci l’intérieur, dans le-
quel
les premier au troisième capots (610, 620,
630 ; 710, 720 ; 810, 820, 830) de protection
sont ouvrables, et le premier capot de pro-
tection est configuré pour ne pas être ouvra-
ble à moins qu’il ne soit ouvert en même
temps que ou après les deuxième et troisiè-
me capots de protection.

2. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le capot de protection inclut une
porte ouvrante/fermante (820) d’une matière trans-
parente fonctionnant comma la partie transparente.

3. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel
le deuxième capot (620 ; 720 ; 820) de protection
peut être ouvert/fermé indépendamment, et le pre-
mier capot (610 ; 710 ; 810) de protection peut
s’ouvrir après que le deuxième capot de protection
a été ouvert.

4. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 3, dans lequel, lorsque le premier capot (610 ;
710 ; 810) de protection et le deuxième capot (620 ;
720 ; 820) de protection sont fermés, une partie du
deuxième capot de protection chevauche sur une
partie du premier capot de protection.

5. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 3, dans lequel, lorsque le premier capot (610 ;
710 ; 810) de protection est ouvert, le deuxième ca-
pot (620 ; 720 ; 820) de protection est également en
conséquence ouvert.

6. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel
le deuxième capot (620) de protection et le troisième
capot (630) de protection sont situés sur l’un ou
l’autre côté de premier capot de protection, chacun
étant prévu avec la partie transparente, et

le deuxième capot de protection et le troisième capot
de protection peuvent être ouverts/fermés indépen-
damment.

7. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 6, dans lequel
lorsque le premier capot (610) de protection et le
deuxième capot (620) de protection sont fermés, une
partie du deuxième capot de protection chevauche
sur une partie du premier capot de protection, et
lorsque le premier capot (610) de protection et le
troisième capot (630) de protection sont fermés, une
partie du troisième capot de protection chevauche
sur une partie du premier capot de protection.

8. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 6, dans lequel le premier capot (610) de protec-
tion peut s’ouvrir après que le deuxième capot (620)
de protection et le troisième capot (630) de protec-
tion ont été ouverts.

9. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 6, dans lequel, lorsque le premier capot (610)
de protection est ouvert, le deuxième capot (620) de
protection et le troisième capot (630) de protection
sont également en conséquence ouverts.

10. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel la partie (617, 618) de protection
contre la lumière a une forme qui n’interfère pas avec
un mouvement des mécanismes de distribution.

11. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 10, comprenant en outre une paroi (613) de pro-
tection contre la lumière le long d’un chemin de dé-
placement d’une buse du mécanisme de distribution,
la paroi étant disposée sur la face supérieure du car-
ter de corps principal.

12. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 1, comprenant en outre une unité de détection
qui détecte que la partie de protection contre la lu-
mière est ouverte.

13. Dispositif d’analyse automatique selon la revendica-
tion 1, comprenant en outre un mécanisme (611,
612) de verrouillage qui verrouille la partie de pro-
tection contre la lumière de façon à ce qu’elle ne soit
pas ouverte.
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